Abstract-Unmanned Aerial System-based object tracking is a challenging new task in the computer vision community. In addition, existing benchmark and research focus on short sequences that are less than a minute long. In this work, we show the limitations of state-of-the art trackers in front of long-term aerial tracking. We propose a novel long-term, real-time, intelligent system for unmanned aerial system -based vehicle tracking utilizing deep learning techniques. We integrate a fast and accurate correlation filter with the expressiveness of a convolutional neural network embedding. A re-initialization policy based on a real-time anomaly detection on correlation map combined with a one-shot detector ensure that our system is impervious to drift and occlusion.
INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) have been increasing in the airspace. Initially developed for military purposes, they provide an ideal vantage point for surveillance, security and traffic control applications ( [1] , [2] ). However, current research does not test for long term tracking or UAV view-points. An aerial moving camera introduces a new set of variables that are yet to be addressed by a visual system [3] .
Tracking is a known popular challenge in the computer vision research area. Historically, a tracker outputs a bounding box around an object of interest for each frame of a given sequence Tracking must deal with complex appearance change, such as out-of-plane rotation, non-rigid deformation, camera perspective, motion blur, illumination changes, occlusions and clutter. [23] Previous works were focused on short-term sequences (tens of seconds) without object disappearance and complex transformations [3] . Specifically, long term tracking is focused on sequences that are longer than a minute with frequent object disappearance and appearance change. In this work, we propose an original and intelligent vision system that identify and track a vehicle from an UAV in high speed.
The critical point for object tracking is to keep detecting the target even if its appearance changes. With only the first image as a reference, the tracker should be capable to redetect the object on the following frames. Matching those detections frame by frame results in a track.
Due to relative motion of the target to the UAV in 3D space, object appearance can dramatically change from one frame to the other. Out-of-plane rotations and scale change are introduced by using an aerial point of view. As a result, accuracy of the model decreases over time with the accumulation of error, resulting in a drift.
Deep learning has accomplished great advancements in computer vision during the recent years [7] . Attempts to utilize deep learning as feature extractor are more and more popular. We propose a tracker that fully takes advantage of the power and expressiveness of deep learning to extract good features for detection and matching.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Object Detection
The goal of object detection is to locate and classify instances of an object in given images. It returns the location and dimensions of each object instance, and a label for the category of object detected.
In the past, object detection exploited hand-crafted lowlevel image features as object descriptors. Notably, we can cite Histogram of Gradients (HOG) [4] , Minimum Barrier Distance (MBD) [5] , eigenfaces for face detection [6] . Those features were then matched using a sliding window search in the target image.
More recently, Deep Learning achieved great strides in object detection [7] . Since the breakthrough performance by AlexNet [8] , detection using deep networks have gained immense popularity within the computer vision community. By using the expressiveness of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), deep features can be extracted, increasing the richness of the internal representation.
We can distinguish two approaches within the deep learned object detectors:
 Region based detector: The image is evaluated in two stages. First, regions of interest are built from a pre-processing phase, then detection is performed on those regions  One Shot framework: There is no pre-processing phase and objects are detected in a single stage.
B. Object Tracking
Traditionally, tracking has been performed following a tracking-by-detection paradigm, which consists of learning the appearance of the object to track, then localizing this object within subsequent frames, and finally match those detections to create a complete track.
However, the appearance of the object is extracted on the first frame, and no additional information is incorporated during tracking [9] . In practice, the appearance of the object must be learned online to realistically cope with object deformation. Several techniques have been implemented to adapt the internal representation of the object at runtime.
The correlation filter is an algorithm that trains a binary classifier to discriminate between an object and its surroundings. It has proved to be extremely suited to object tracking thanks to the high efficiency of its training. By calculating the correlation in the Fourier domain, complex computations are simplified to element-wise operations. This allows an on-the-fly adaptation that can update the internal template at every frame.
By exploiting the cross correlation between the correlation filter and an image patch (or search area), we solve a similarity problem. If the correlation response is high, the similarity (and thus the matching) between the template and the image is high, allowing an accurate track.
III. METHOD We propose a new model of tracker that integrates a Fully
Connected Siamese Network with a real-time one-shot object detector. The asymmetric architecture is shown in fig 1. The tracker is initialized at the first frame with the ground truth and runs as a closed-loop until the last frame. We rely on a real-time anomaly detection to trigger re-initialization. The re-initialization input is provided by the object detector. It generates an augmentation score to enhance the correlation response of the tracker. In addition, it provides a new template to the correlation filter which updates the internal model.
A. Fully Connected Siamese Network
We address the similarity problem by relying on a Siamese network [10] . The network takes two patches, the internal model and the search area, and generates two feature maps through two CNN. The cross correlation of the two feature maps gives us similarity score.
However online adaptation of our template is necessary to achieve better results. In order to obtain a highly discriminative score map we exploit the Discriminative Correlation Filter algorithm. It generates a filter that discriminate an object representation and its translations with the background.
The internal model is computed by the correlation filter algorithm. It solves a ridge regression in the frequency domain after application of the Fast Fourier Transform. This yields a template which is impervious to translations.
In order to fit the network to object tracking, we apply the following strategy. We take an image representing the target object and we compare it to the search region from the next frame. Each search patch is obtained by cropping a patch at the previously predicted position with a surface four times larger than the template. The new position is assumed to be the location with the peak score.
B. One Shot Detector
The criteria for our detector are accuracy and speed, in order to build a real-time application. Region based detectors such as R-CNN [11] have achieved great accuracy with a speed trade off. On the other hand, one-shot detectors have aimed to achieve the same level of accuracy without sacrificing the speed.
Recently the architecture proposed by Redmond et al, named YOLO [12] (You Only Look Once), achieved better accuracy than R-CNN while using a single forward pass. It achieved high speed by running at 45 frames per second.
YOLO achieves high speed by following the following strategy. First it divides the image into an S*S grid, for each grid cell, the network generates B proposal bounding boxes. For each bounding box rectangles, it generates a confidence level which is the probability of an object instance existing in the bounding box, and a class conditional probability C. The prediction is encoded as a S*S*(5B+C) tensor. For each cell the best candidate is kept. This implies that only one object per cell can be detected, and the grain of the detection is determined by the grid resolution.
We trained the detector using two datasets to learn the appearance from a high angle. Respectively, the MIO-TCD [13] dataset and Car Overhead with Context (COWC) [14] were used to learn low-altitude and high-altitude representation of cars.
C. Redetection Policy
Our new method relies on anomaly detection to perform reinitialization. We consider the range of correlation values taken by the response map, but also the maximum value. The range of values reflects the discriminative power of our filter. A higher range signifies that the object is well segmented from Fig. 1 . Overview of our proposed system, designed to address an UASbased vehicle tracking problem on long-term sequences. The tracking is performed by an assymetric siamese network (in green), while redetection and reinitialization in case of failure is handled by a one shot object detector (in pink). After each prediction, the search area is scaled adaptively and the template is updated in order to address high level of deformation.
its surroundings. The maximum value is an indicator of the similarity of the match, a close match yields a high value.
Experimentally, we observe a dip in the response when the tracker is drifting or when the object is lost. When the metrics drop below a defined threshold, we trigger the detector in the search area to support the tracker. A shown in fig 2, our detector yields a score augmentation map, that increase the salience of the response map, but also a new set of coordinates and dimensions for the template and search area.
The augmentation map is generated using the location yielded by the detector. An impulse at the centermost pixel of the detection bounding box, and zero elsewhere. We compute a new discriminative response by combining the output score and our augmentation. IV. EXPERIMENTS Extensive experiments were conducted to evaluate current state-of-the-art trackers on UAS tracking tasks. This preliminary investigation aimed to identify the weaknesses of current research. We compared six top performing trackers to demonstrate the challenges of aerial tracking. We then compare our system against the Siamese Network of Bertinetto et al. [10] and finally prove that our method outperforms the vanilla tracker.
A. Evaluation methodology
The Visual Object Tracking (VOT) [15] and Object Tracking Benchmark (OTB) [16] are two benchmarks of reference in the tracking community. However, those benchmarks provide datasets for short-term and ground-based tracking. For our task purposes, we handpicked sequences from UAV123, UAV20L [17] and the Urban Tracker [18] dataset. The UAV dataset consist of consumer grade aerial shots of a car driving through an urban setting. The Urban Tracker dataset compiles footage from traffic surveillance cameras in busy intersections.
In total, we selected 5 videos from the UAV123 dataset, and 1 from the Urban Tracker. Respectively named: Car1, Car3, Car6, Car9, Car16, and Strene. Altitude variation and complex rotations are present. In addition, protected data was supplied by our sponsor for evaluation purposes. The military data consisted in high altitude and very long sequences, with rapid transitions and rotations.
According to the VOT baseline approach, we define the accuracy as the intersection over union (IoU) between the prediction made by the tracker and the bounding box of the ground truth. The robustness as the total number of failures in each sequence and the expected overlap, which is a generalization of the overlap for similar sequences. A failure happens when the overlap reaches zero during evaluation. VOT then reinitializes the tracker on the ground truth for the next available frame.
Following the OTB benchmark, we define the precision as the percentage of frames where distance between the centers of the ground truth and prediction rectangles fall behind a given threshold. A cumulated precision, called area under curve is used as the main metric for comparison. Contrary to the VOT approach, there is no reset once the evaluation is started. When the target is lost, the instance is killed.
B. Preliminary Evaluation
First, we compare the state-of-the-art trackers on various tracking scenarios. SiamFC [8] , Gnet, ECO [19] , CSRDCF [20] , CFWCR [21] , CFCF [22] were considered. Table I and II compile the overall rankings for the public and protected data. We can observe both from the public and protected data, that the Siamese architecture achieved best accuracy, expected overlap and speed. It ranked second on robustness on public datasets. From the protected data, we can see a decrease in expected overlap in the order of 10. Ranking in robustness were not relevant because of the absolute number of failures. In conclusion, Our goal for the preliminary evaluation was not only to compare the trackers performance but also to identify the issues introduces by UAS. The VOT benchmark allows categorization of frames so that metrics can be computed on sub-sequences of interest. We label frames with a camera motion and object motion tag, respectively indicating frames were the UAS and the vehicle were subject to intense acceleration. We tagged frames with Occlusion on instances where the object was out of frame, and for total or partial disappearance as well.
The results are compiled in table III and IV. Because classical tracking tasks are short-term, object movement and transformation were addressed well. But in long-term sequences, object disappearance instances are more frequent. In both accuracy and robustness, the most influential parameter is occlusion, decreasing the ranking of all the trackers. It is the main cause for failures in the robustness measurement and the overall overlap decreased by 10%. In conclusion, we showed that the variation between consumer and military grade application is dramatic, showing that within the same task, generalization is difficult. High altitude and long uninterrupted decreased significantly the performance metrics, due to the low resolution and error accumulation. Moreover, we showed that even object and camera motion must be considered, occlusion is the major cause of tracking failures. Thus, a strong redetection and reinitialization system must be implemented. 
C. Comparison
The goal of our tracker is to perform from beginning to end without failure, as a closed loop. We chose to compare our implementation with the previous Siamese model using the TRE (temporal robustness evaluation) approach of OTB. The tracker is run from beginning to end of the sequence, when the track is lost, the tracker is terminated and an overlap of zero is reported.
The results compiled in table V, show that our system outperforms the vanilla tracker. Notably we observe the following improvements: for car6 a 149% relative increase of area under curve and more that 113% relative increase in overlap. Comparable increases can be observed on car9 and car16.
Despite the addition of a new deep learned module, the speed at runtime is still in the domain of real-time with all achieved speeds higher than 10 frames per seconds.
From a qualitative standpoint, figure 3 demonstrates some situations where our tracker outperforms the vanilla version, we can see the original tracker in green is lost while ours in red keeps tracking. Those failures points include total occlusion, high-degree of scale change, out-of-plane rotation and object deformation.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we aimed to develop an aerial tracking system for ground target on long sequences. Comprehensive research has been performed to evaluate highly accurate state-of-the-art object trackers and detectors and the most relevant have been tested. An adaptive re-detection system with real-time anomaly detection was proposed to address failures and shortcomings of SiamFC, by exploiting the values of the correlation response. Notably, our new system generates an adaptive bounding box around the object with high degree in variation of dimensions and appearance and re-initializes correctly after object disappearance. Experimentally, we proved that the redetection mechanism is highly effective against rapid appearance change such as scale change and out of plane rotations. However, the introduction a class dependent module in a tracker limits its applications and slows down runtime speed.
Precision
Future research may focus on build an end-to-end trained tracker. Also, and adaptation of the re-detection threshold can be investigated. However, exploitation of numerical values of the correlation response must be thoroughly researched in order to formally define the quality of the response map.
